CONTENTS:
Airblown® Inflatable Frame
Movie Screen™
Tether Stakes
Base Stakes
Nylon Tethers (4 Long, 4 Short)
Spare Fuse (5Amp, 125V)
Storage Bag

1 pc
1 pc
8 pcs
8 pcs
8 pcs
1 pc
1 pc

1. Remove contents from packaging and lay out deflated Airblown® Inflatable Movie Screen™ in a clear, flat area free of low overhangs, such as trees, eaves or anything else that could puncture or damage your Airblown® Inflatable.

2. Ensure that your Airblown® Inflatable Frame is lying so that the side with the plastic clips is facing up.

3. While item is still lying flat, please make sure the wire inside of Movie Screen™ are connected, plug cord into receptacle or other outlet device to inflate your Airblown® Inflatable Movie Screen™. This process may take a few minutes. Make sure the air intake is clear of fabric or other obstruction and zipper is fully closed.

4. Attach Movie Screen™ to frame by connecting the clips along the edges and corners of the Movie Screen™. Locate the four legs on the bottom of the frame and unfold them completely.

5. Attach 2 long nylon tethers to the upper "X"-shaped nylon strap on each side of the Airblown® Inflatable Movie Screen™.

6. Attach 2 short nylon tethers to the lower "X"-shaped nylon strap on each side of the Airblown® Inflatable Movie Screen™.

7. Stand the Airblown® Inflatable Movie Screen™ upright, ensuring that fans are located on the bottom. Locate the 8 Base Stakes and screw them into the ground through the provided holes in each leg of the stands.

8. Insert the 8 tether stakes into ground and attach clips from nylon tethers to tether stakes, as shown.